CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents the findings and discussion of the investigation
steps that has described in chapter 3, which consist of three issues. First is
to answer the kinds of swear words are spoken by Bam Margera in The
movie Jackass Number Two. Afterwards, the writer would like to present
Bam Margera’s situations of swearing. The last one is the meaning of
swearing by Bam Margera.

4.1

Kinds of Swear word
The kind of swear words is stated below, which each term is uttered

in the movie. The swear words are written with some examples from the
movie Jackass Number Two.
The table below shows that what kind of swear words that were
spoken by Bam Margera in the movie Jackass Number Two. The kind of
swear words are categorized in following Terms In chapter two. There are
54 swear words were spoken by Bam Margera.
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4.2 Table of the Categories

No

Categories of Swear Words

Words

1

Copulative

F*ck

2

Excretory

Sh*t, p*ss

3

Body Function

*ss, d*ck, c*ck

4

Religious Matters

Jesus,

Christ,

godd*mn.

Based on the table 4.1.1 there are four categories that consist in
“Jackass Number Two”. Body function term in this movie only consist of
the word f*ck. Secondly, there is excretory term that consist of the words
sh*t and p*ss. The next category is that body function which consist of
human’s body part. They are *ss, d*ck, and c*ck. The last category is
religious matters term. There are three words existing. They are Jesus,
Christ, and godd*mn. The example of the utterances are explained below.
4.2.1 Copulative
-

F*ck: What the f*ck it that, dude?

4.2.2 Excretory
-

Sh*t: oo sh*t, it hurts so bad!
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-

Piss: He seems so pissed, man.

4.2.3 Body Function
-

N*ts: it is going to hit me in the nuts.

-

B*lls: you gave me a set of balls.

-

*ss: He gave me a d*ck farm on my *ss.

-

D*ck: ooh.. you f*cking dick!!

4.2.5 Religious Matter
-

Godd*mn: . I'd rather rip my d*ck off and throw it in the
river than to do that again. Goddamn.

4.2

Situation of Swearing
As stated in Cipto that people are likely to swear when they would

like to express antagonism, frustration, surprise, anger, shock (2005:8)
Situations in Jackass Number Two is a friend-to-friend use which all of the
utterances are impolite.
1. Frustration:
Bam Margera

: Here we are at some random-*ss
ranch, and this is the Brand. And it's
gonna suck.
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In this situation, it seems Bam Margera is really frustrated where his bottom
has to be branded by very hot metal to get the scene done. He knows that he
is going to be hurt in this scene.

2. Funny & Shock
In Jackass Number Two, the situation is identical to something that makes
Bam Margera would like to utter swear words frequently.
Bam Margera : Oh, you f*cking d*ck.
The situation below appears when he gets surprised by Johnny Knoxville
who punches him with punching bag. The situation below describes that
funny and shock are related. After Bam Margera gets punches, he feel
shocked. He thinks it is funny. The swear word below is uttered with the
sense of humor, because all people are laughing.
3. Antagonism & Anger
Bam Margera

: F*ck! Alright. You said 10 seconds
20 seconds ago.

Before he gets branded, he is really angry because a friend of his namely
Ryan Dunn heats the metal so long. He says that he is going to heat the
metal for 10 seconds, but actually he does it for 20 seconds. That is why
Bam Margera is so angry, and he shows the antagonism to his friend to stop
heating the iron.
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4.3

Meaning of Swearing
The writer interprets the meanings of swearing from Bam Margera.

As stated in the scope and limitation that all the data is interpreted by the
writer itself because the writer does not have much time to do direct
interview to Bam Margera. In addition, all of the meanings below are based
on the emotional.

1. Cursing:
In this point, cursing refers to judge something bad where the cast member
really would not like to do something dangerous.
Bam Margera

: I am not doing that. F*ck that!

The utterance above happens after Bam Margera gets ran over by buffalo.

2. Making attention
In the certain condition, the related subject noticed that there is something he
does not like and he wants to show it to other people by yelling to make
attention
Bam Margera

: ooh, f*ck.

This scene shows Bam Margera jumps over green field and he slips on the
ground.
3. Describe:
Bam Margera as the main concern mentions everything from the actual
meaning of what he actually sees. Furthermore, there is an exception in this
meaning that describing is not swearing, but it is still considered as taboo.
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Bam Margera

: We're at Ape and Phil's house, and
I'm gonna present them the branded
d*ck on my butt. Let me rephrase
that. D*cks.
Bam Margera has a serious injuries of burn on his bottom. He shows them to
his parents. There is an exceptional term in this meaning where it does not
include as swearing, but it sounds taboo.

A. Body Function Term
Body Function Term is the most spoken by Bam Margera in the
movie Jackass Number Two. The words that are spoken: *ss, *sshole,
and d*ck. Many examples of this term are explained below:

-

Scene #2
In this scene Bam Margera is tricked by Cameraman to read
valentine post that is on the holed wall, which there is a
punching bag ready to push by Johnny Knoxville with airbags
machine.
Cameraman

: Dude, look at that. It's like...
Someone like... Look at it. What is
this? I can't even read it, dude. Read
it out loud.

Bam Margera is reading the post, and suddenly the punching
toy comes out right from the holed wall that is covered by the
valentine post itself. Then, Bam Margera says to Johnny
Knoxville who is coming out from the room and laughing.
Bam Margera

: Oh, you f*cking d*ck.
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The word d*ck that is spoken Bam Margera means to curse
Johnny Knoxville, because he makes Bam Surprised. Besides,
he does not know that there is Johnny Knoxville behind that
valentine post.

-

Scene #6
Bam Margera is going to do stunt, where he will sit onto
weight strong meter which usually we can see at funfair
especially in United States of America. The weight is ready to
hit, but he does not want to get hit by weight. He prefers to
have sex toy instead of the weight. He says:
Bam Margera

: See, we have a weight going up and
it's supposed to hit me in the nuts,
but I'd prefer to have, like, a dildo
instead of the weight, and then,
instead of the nuts, it'll be my *ss.
It'll go right in. That's the way to do
it. Could somebody make a d*ck
run? Please?

Both of the words nuts does not mean peanut. It refers to his
testicles, which he says it to describe that his testicles are alike
with nuts. The word *ss is the actual meaning which is part of
human body called bottom. Afterwards, he says d*ck. It refers
to the sex toy that is going to hit him in his bottom. Both
spoken words are said by the term of visual.
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-

Scene #9
Jackass Crew brings him to the ranch where many cows are at
there. The ranch has an iron brand which has been designed
into penis shape, and it will be pushed into Bam Margera’s
Bottom. He looks desperate before even get started the footage.
He starts off the scene by saying:
Bam Margera

: Here we are at some random-*ss
ranch, and this is the Brand. And it's
gonna suck.

The word *ss refers to the situation where he expresses that the
place of making the footage is strange to him. It indicates that
Bam Margera does not any idea about the place. While his
friend named Ryan Dunn is burning the brand, he is looking at
his friend and says:
Bam Margera

: That is a mini hard d*ck right there.

The word d*ck refers to a contraption that the shape is like
human vital organ. He says that because he notice that the
contraption is like the actual thing of man genital. After Bam
Margera gets branded with a hot iron, he was screaming and
hurt really bad. He says:
Bam Margera

: You gave me a hologram d*ck.
There's three solid d*cks, there's one
half-*ssed one right here, and then
you gave me a set of balls.
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A hologram d*ck refers to the result of burning on his bottom
which looks like a hologram picture of penis. The solid d*ck
refers to the previous meaning either. He says d*ck many times
because he describes the real thing in visually. And the word
balls is the term of visual which he claims it is like his testicle
to his description. Afterwards, he says:
Bam Margera

: Rad. I'd rather rip my d*ck off and
throw it in the river than to do that
again. Goddamn.

The word d*ck in this part refers to his own part body. He says
it in frustrated sound that he prefers to do the certain thing than
to do brandings bottom again. The situation on this scene is that
he is really frustration because he gets hurt a lot from getting
branded on his bottom.

-

Scene #10
After his bottom gets branded, he comes to his parents’ house.
Afterwards, he wants to show his parents the branded bottom.
He says to the camera before gets into his parents’ house.
Bam Margera

: We're at Ape and Phil's house, and
I'm gonna present them the branded
d*ck on my butt. Let me rephrase
that. D*cks.

D*ck in this scene refers the same thing with pervious scene
which tells about hot brandings on his bottom which is the
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shape is like penis. There is a sense of funny when he says it.
Afterwards, he and the whole crew come into the house. His
friend named Ryan Dunn starts to tell his parent’s that he gave
Bam a present.
Ryan Dunn

: Well, I gave him a present.

Bam Margera puts his pants down and shows the branded penis
in his butt to his parents.
Bam Margera

: He gave me a d*ck farm on my *ss.

D*ck farm refers to an infected of burning effect on his bottom.
He claims that his wound is the same with the farm where
many animals exist on. It is the same reference that there is a
bunch of branded wounds on his bottom. In this situation Bam
Margera shows that the wounds still hurt. After that, they argue
each other.
April Margera

: Oh, my God! What is that? What is
that?

Ryan Dunn

: I branded his butt.

Bam Margera

: It's supposed to be a d*ck, but he
did it six times, so now I have a d*ck
farm on my *ss.

The word d*ck refers to a single wound that it is supposed to
happen. But, it is beyond his expectation which he actually has
six wound that is like a farm of penis. There are two situation
in this scene. First it seems funny because the wounds really
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look strange. The other situation he feels that it is really bad
because his parents do not like his wound. His parents still see
on his butt with regret expression as the parents.
April Margera

: Bam, that is so infected! That does
not look good. Oh, my God, he's
going to have that for life! You're
going to have that for life

Bam Margera

: Ape, I got a muffed-up-*ss butt.

April Margera

: I know, and you had the cutest butt
ever and now you've ruined it.

Bam Margera

: No, D*ck Farm Dunn ruined it.

The word *ss indicates that he notices that his bottom is really
unnecessary to get branded. He says so with little expression of
antagonism. Afterwards the word d*ck refers to his wound.

-

Scene #15
Bam Margera explains his idea to the crew for the next stunt.
The stunt will be performed by his friends named Wee Man
and Preston Lacy.
He says:
Bam Margera

: See, when I come up with my ideas,
I don't write them down. I just draw a
picture and fax it to Los Angeles. I
just drew a picture of a fat-*ss and a
little guy with a bungee cord
connected.

The word *ss means his friend who is namely Preston Lacy.
That was not actually an *ss or butt, but it was his friend,
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Preston Lacy. He says it in the relax condition with no
dangerous activity, because in this scene he is chosen as the
idea writer.

-

Scene #28
The whole crew and cast member ask Steve-O to fill his butt
with beer. Steve-O does it well. But there is one problem that
makes him have to use plunger to get it done. The beer that is
already filled into his butt cannot be get out of his butt. So, they
decide to use plunger to get the beer out of Steve-O’s butt. Bam
Margera is working the plunger on his butt and says:
Bam Margera

: You'd better sh*t piss, *ss white!

Bam said so, because when he was working the plunger on
Steve-O’s but, he knew that Steve-O bottom is really white,
and Steve-O is originally from America where lots of white
people live in. the word *ss refers to the actual meaning which
it is the bottom of his friend.

-

Scene #40
In this Scene is getting trapped by his friend. Bam Margera
Holds onto something tight, because he is being hit by high
speed wind as the scenario. Bam puts off his grip and falls into
big cage. He does not realize that his friend will give him a
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King Cobra which has been devenomized by snake expert. He
freaks out and says:
Bam Margera

: You guys are f*cking such total
d*ckheads.

He says so because he thinks that he is totally pranked by his
friends. He says d*ckhead refers to their friends who make
cruel idea of tricky scene which has been planned by his friend
named Johnny Knoxville and Chris Pontious.

B. Copulative Term
This term is spoken by Bam Margera the most after Body
Function Term. The words of this term will occur on the scene
illustration below. The words are: f*ck and f*cking.

-

Scene #2
In this scene Bam Margera is tricked by Cameraman and
Johnny Knoxville to read valentine post that was on the holed
wall, which there is a punching toy that is ready to push by
Johnny Knoxville with airbags machine. Bam Margera looks
confused and says to the Cameraman:
Bam Margera

: What the f*ck is that?

The word f*ck is indication of Bam Margera who has no idea
about the Valentine Post. There is kind of funny situation for
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him reading the post. Afterwards, Bam Margera suddenly gets
punched and he gives his comment about the post.
Bam Margera:

I was wondering why it was so
f*cking small.

He says f*cking because the post is obviously small. This scene
is really funny because there is no hurting activity. Afterwards,
he asks Steve-O to read the post, but Steve-O does not know
either about the punching toy.
Bam Margera

: Did you see this? F*cking fans just
wrote this. Like, saying how much
they want to f*ck us. And it says...
Read it up close. It's f*cking
hilarious. Read it out loud for the
camera.

The word f*ck refers to the fans that make the stuff up and
make it into hilarious thing to talk about. The second word is
given to make pressure for “hilarious” so that Steve-O will
have a curiosity to read the post. After steve-O reads the post.
The last f*ck word means the actual meaning which Bam tells
about the fans who want to do sex activity with Jackass cast
Member. Afterwards, there comes Ryan Dunn who does not
know either about the punching machine. Bam encourages him
to read it and says:
Bam Margera

: It's the f*cking stupidest thing I've
ever seen. Fans actually put that...
Read the little part, dude.
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The word f*ck comes with the word “stupid”. It is kind of the
complement where the word f*ck has the function to give
pressure to all the words, which it means that real studpid.
Ryan accepts the suggestion from Bam. His head comes closer
to post, and then he gets punched by Johnny Knoxville with
punching bag.

-

Scene #9
Jackass Crew brings him to the ranch where many cows are at
there. The ranch has an iron brand which has been designed
into penis shape, and it will be pushed into Bam Margera’s
Bottom. He stares on his friend, burning the brand and says:
Bam Margera

: F*ck! All right. You said 10
seconds 20 seconds ago.

Ryan Dunn

: If I take it off, it's gonna go cold in
a second. I have to keep it on until
we're ready to film

Bam Margera says f*ck to curse his friend named Ryan Dunn.
He says f*ck with frustration expression because he is going to
get branded with hot iron and it is going to hurt really bad.
Then, Ryan Dunn presses the penis brand in onto his butt. He is
hurt and says something with terrible sound.
Bam Margera

: Press it hard, you idiot! F*ck!
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With the same frustration sense, he says the word f*ck again.
But, one of crew says that Ryan Dunn has to press it harder
than before and Ryan does. Bam yells again and say:
Bam Margera

: Oh, f*ck! Dude that hurts so f*cking
bad!

Ryan Dunn

: Well, if you didn't jump out of the
way, I would've had it done the first
time.

Bam Margera

: F*ck! Oh, Goddamn, that hurt so
bad.

All the word f*ck are spoken by Bam Margera with the same
meaning which is to curse, and with the same situation of
frustration because of getting branded with very hot iron.

-

Scene #19
Johnny Knoxville, Bam Margera and Ryan Dunn want to get
tested by emb*ssy defense equipment which the place named
ALS Technology. They like to get shoot with 700 45-caliber
rubbers. After they got shot the testing of that weapon, Bam
Margera suddenly says:
Bam Margera

: I'm crying. I'm a f*cking
skateboarder and I'm getting shot.

The word f*cking does not mean the real meaning. It means
that Bam Margera shows that he curses himself as the
skateboarder and he gets shot. That is not totally proper thing
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for the skateboarder to do such thing. In this situation he is hurt
really bad and shocked.

-

Scene #26
In this scene some cast member is playing Toro Totter. It is
kind of cowboy game, where each cast member have to keep
balancing their swing from getting run over by buffalo. And the
last man on the Toro Totter is the winner.
Johnny Knoxville

: This is the Toro Totter. It's me and
Pontius vs. Dunn and Bam, and the
last man on the teeter-totter is the
winner.

After Ryan Dunn Got ran over by buffalo, Bam freaks out and
leaves Toro Totter arena. He runs and jumps over the fence,
then saying:
Bam Margera

: I am not doing that. F*ck that!

The word f*ck that is said by Bam Margera means that he is
afraid of buffalo cursing the scene. Beside he has reptile phobia
which is told in the previous scene, he also hates buffalo, which
in this situation he looks frustration and afraid of the buffalo.

-

Scene #29
Bam Margera does the stunt by skateboarding in panda
costume. He jumps off from the house’s roof and drops on the
ground. He falls out, then he says:
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Bam Margera

: ooh, f*ck.

Obviously, the word f*ck indicates that he makes an attention
from his unexpected landing to the camera. The expression of
his face shows his antagonism.

-

Scene 40#
In this Scene is getting trapped by his friend. Bam Margera
Holds onto something tight, because he is being hit by high
speed wind as the scenario. Bam puts off his grip and falls into
big cage. He does not realize that his friend will give him a
King Cobra which has been devenomized by snake expert. He
freaks out and says:
Bam Margera

: No, no, no! No, no! A f*cking
cobra, dude? Yo, yo, yo, I don't like
him staring like that. Oh, dude, you
guys are f*cking such total
d*ckheads.

The word f*ck shows that he is shocked and cursing the cobra
snake that is getting close by him. Afterwards, Bam Margera
escapes out of the cage. He runs and climbs on the top of van
car. The next f*ck tends to curse his friend as the bad idea
maker with some antagonism of disliking the scene.
Bam Margera

: My strategy is staying up on the
f*cking van because I don't trust
anybody. I should have thought
about it more, but I was sipping on
beer. I was like, "Why the f*ck is
snake dude in Louisiana?" Then I do
my bit and then all of a sudden, a
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king cobra comes into the f*cking
thing. I'm like... Dude, I'm staying up
here. You f*ckers are *sses. I don't
trust anybody. And you made me
waste my beer.
He says f*cking van. He tells there is nowhere safe but the van
car which he is sitting on. He feels terrified and frustration for
what is happening. The word “what the f*ck is snake” shows
that he is really surprised and scared of snake, especially king
cobra. The next word of f*cking describes that Bam has no idea
at that time, and he thinks of where the king cobra is from. The
last word f*ckers indicates that Bam feel uncomfortable from
getting pranked by his annoying friends.

C. Excretory Term
In this term many things that are from human body will appear.
Here are the examples which will be mentioned on the scene below:
sh*t and piss.
-

Scene #10
After he was branded, he comes to his parents’ house and
wants to show his parents his branded bottom. He says to the
camera before coming in his parents’ house. Then, he and the
whole crew come into the house. His friend named Ryan Dunn
starts to tell his parent’s that he gave Bam a present.
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Ryan Dunn

: Well, I gave him a present.

Bam Margera puts his pants down and shows the branded penis
in his butt to his parents. His mother says:
April Margera

: Bam, that is so infected! That does
not look good. Oh, my God, he's
going to have that for life! You're
going to have that for life

Bam Margera

: No sh*t!

Bam says “no sh*t” to decline the opinion of his mother that
Bam will those terrible branded wounds for life. The word “no
sh*t” refers to “no way”. Thus, it indicates the antagonism of
Bam to his parents.

-

Scene #17
Bam Margera and Johnny Knoxville want to do prank to his
friends. They have told their friend that they will have a photo
shoot, but that is just elaborate ruse to get their friends come to
the prank location. Before they start to prank their friend, Bam
Margera says to the camera:
Bam Margera

: So, the boys think they're arriving
in a limo for a photo shoot, but little
do they know, we have a sh*tload of
bees we're going to put through the
sun roof. And we rigged the locks so
they can't get out.
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The word “sh*t-load” does not mean that they bring human
feces, but they bring lots of bees and they are going to release it
the bees through the sun roof the limo. The situation of this
scene is funny to him, because he plans to do prank to his
friends how will arrive with limousine car.

-

Scene 21#
Bam and his friend want to play a scene called Medicine Ball
Dodge Ball. It is a scene where each cast member has a ball,
and they have to throw the ball randomly, because the set is in
the room without lights on. Bam Margera opens the game and
says:
Bam Margera

: It's time to play a game with a
bunch of these medicine balls. And
they're heavy as sh*t. It's on!

The words sh*t means to curse the balls because they are so
heavy. They can hurt each cast member when they get hit. He
says before the scene gets started with sense of antagonism.

-

Scene #28
The whole crew and cast member ask Steve-O to fill his butt
with beer. Steve-O does it well. But there is one problem that
makes him have to use plunger to get it done. The beer that is
already filled into his butt cannot be get out of his butt. So, they
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decide to use plunger to get the beer out of Steve-O’s butt. Bam
Margera is working the plunger on his butt and says:
Bam Margera

: You'd better sh*t piss, *ss-white!

The word sh*t refers to the thing that usually comes out from
bottom. Then, the word p*ss refers to the beer that comes out
from Steve-O’s bottom. Bam says the words based on the real
condition which is called as describing. The situation of this
scene is funny because all of the crews are laughing to watch
Steve-O doing beer trick.

D. Religious Term
Religious term is kind of swear word that consists of many
word of god such as, jesus and godd*mn. Those words occurs by the
following scene below:
-

Scene #9
Jackass Crew brings him to the ranch where many cows are at
there. The ranch has an iron brand which has been designed
into penis shape, and it will be pushed into Bam Margera’s
Bottom. After Bam gets branded by penis Brand, he says many
religious term of swear word.
Bam Margera

: F*ck! Oh, Godd*mn, that hurt so
bad.
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He says Godd*mn to express his frustration. By the end of the
scene he said again:
Bam Margera

: I'd rather rip my d*ck off and throw
it in the river than to do that again.
Godd*mn.

By saying this word, Bam wishes that he cannot bear pain from
his burned butt. He means to say that he asks God to reduce his
pain away.

4.4 Discussion
Bam Margera who is one of the cast members of Jackass Number
two has spoken four of eight categories. They are body function,
copulative, excretory, and religious. The writer considered that Bam
Margera prefers to utter the words that have one sylable, such as *ss, d*ck,
sh*t, and f*ck. furthermore, the words are easy to remember and speak.
Copulative is the highest second after body function term, and it is
possible for Bam to utter those words outside the movies.
The writer found that the previous movie entitled Jackass the
Movie is less dynamic than the next one, where it shows in the movie with
less conversation and it seems monotone. In the second Movie “Jackass
Number Two” Bam Margera utters swear word the most and the swear
words he says can represent all the cast member in the both movie,
because the categories of swear word in the first movie are less than
Jackass Number two. In addition, the previous study that was conducted
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by Budiwanto Cipto is totally different, where every scene is not supported
by the other cast member as the participant like in the second movie which
they give so much possibility for Bam Margera to utter swear words. In
Jackass Number Two Bam Margera is more active to swear because the
other cast members are there to see Bam Margera’s scene. Whether the
other cast members say anything or not. They are considered as the trigger
of swearing because by the existence of them, Bam can expressed what he
feels to the others.
In addition, there are many swear words of Javanese that consist in
research entitled Teenager of Cirebon regency which is interesting to
discuss. There are another examples of Javanese swear word that
Indonesian use them to insult and English do not use, such as “sapi”
(Cow), “raimu” (your face), “matamu” (your eyes),

“ndasmu” (your

head), etc. the word “sapi” includes in animal term. “raimu”, “matamu”,
“ndasmu” include in body function term.
The situation in the movie Jackass Number two with the teenager
in regency of Cirebon which consists in thesis of Aditya is quite different.
The writer found that the situation the thesis is less than Jackass Number
two, where all the participants and Bam Margera are professionals.
Meanwhile, the teenager in Cirebon regency are just a common people
who utter swear words in funny situation mostly. Thus, there are no
dangerous materials and performances existing when swear words are
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uttered. It is kind of different level to compare with Jackass Number two
and the previous movie that was analyzed by Budiwanto Cipto.
The study tells about the swear word which it is kind of bad word
to say. By reading this study, the writer hopes to the readers to understand
how God can see us. We know that we would better say everything nicely.
There is a surah in Quran which tells about how important for mankind to
say nicely. It consists in surah Qaf verse 18 which tells that:

Man does not utter any word except with him is an observer
prepared.
The verse tells us that there is always an observer close by us recording all
of our utterances and acts that cannot be seen.
It also can be related in the social value where swear words is
really harm to be said by an educated person. It is a must for educated
people to say everything nice. So that the society will appreciate person
who can control the words in society.

